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Omnichannel Selling

Product Spotlight

Awards Success

Increase sales through our
Partnership Programmes

See how Tippers’ new
showroom has helped tap into a
fast-moving market

Introducing our new gliding
panoramic doors and aluminium
lantern roof

Crystal does the double in big
award wins!
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Crystal Partners | Successful Together
Crystal’s Partnership Programmes are helping builders’ merchants across the country
tap into a new market worth £5 billion a year. Crystal is making it easy for merchants
to sell and their installer customers to buy bespoke PVC-U windows, doors and
conservatories in a full range of colours, sizes and styles.
Our Partnership Programmes include three levels so that merchants can choose the
best solution for their business and take advantage of this fast growing market. The
three levels are Partners, Platinum Partners and Platinum Plus Partners.
1. FOC glazed corner sample(s)
2. FOC Product Literature
3. Company listed on Crystal website
4. Demo days at your branch with our team

Crystal Partner

Pallet Promotion

This entry level is ideal
for merchants with limited
space and resource. It includes a
comprehensive package of support:

Crystal Platinum Partner
At this level, merchants commit to achieving
significant growth with our products and,
in return, benefit from a unique package
of expert training, ongoing support and
enhanced sales and marketing tools.
Platinum Partners get all the benefits of
being a Partner and also…

Crystal Platinum Plus Partner
Our premium partner package is ideal for the
larger merchant with showroom capacity. At
this level you will receive all the benefits of
Partner and Platinum Partner and also…

5. Window display stand at a reduced price
6. Access to Pallet Promotion
7. Access to Pre-manufacture Measuring Service

Training Supercharges Sales
Helping merchants to sell confidently
grows added value sales.

A Platinum Partner will appoint a branch champion who is
invited to attend the ‘Crystal Academy’ for a 2-day training
course on our products, marketing support, factory processes,
and order/delivery procedures.
The course includes factory tours, a tour of CESAR - our
Exhibition and Showroom Representation vehicle - and
product demonstrations.
At the end of the two days, you will be awarded a certificate,
and join our growing number of Crystal Champions!
As a Platinum Partner you’ll hold a small number of the
most popular windows in the most popular UK sizes for
replacement, new build or commercial projects. The pallet
also holds cavity closers which are cut to fit the windows and
make installation a doddle.
The pallet can be branded with your logo, with a QR code for
customers to scan. It links directly to the Crystal Online Price
Configurator on your website to price their selection.
Experience shows that displaying stock windows on the pallet,
alongside a dedicated showroom, actually drives sales of made
to measure windows.

£275k
41
656

8. 24/7 quoting with our Online Price Configurator
9. Benefit from additional rebates
10. Prominent listing on Crystal website
11. FOC own branded Configurator
12. FOC access to CESAR exhibition vehicle
13. FOC window display stand (worth £1,500)
14. FOC attendance at Crystal Academy
15. Dedicated Account Manager

Crystal Champions!

Our Platinum Partner
marketing options, with digital
and online applications, including our unique
online pricing configurator, have been developed
to support your in-branch selling. They make it
easy and quick for your customers to order and
for you to sell more.

Will you be next?

CASE STUDY:
Results over a 12 month period with a
merchant who stocks Crystal products:
Additional £275k made to measure products
sold as a result of stock visibility in branch
Stock turns during
the 12 month period
Products sold
ex-stock

Online Price Configurator

16. Dual branded product tape
17. Personalised quotes/orders
18. Design & build of a Crystal showroom

Demo Day
Display

19. Online quoting and ordering with EVO-SAT
An investment in a new showroom space is a
positive step towards growing your business.
We work with showroom experts to create
modular display options so you can design
your space to suit the size of your show area.

Window Display Stand

20. Early access to all new launches

Inside
CESAR

THINK Partner. THINK Crystal.
Get in touch today to find out how your business can
benefit from becoming a Crystal Partner.
Call 01462 489900 or email sales@crystal-direct.co.uk
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W

e know that merchants who sell with showrooms and online configurators sell much more, and more easily,
than those who don’t. A growing number of customers go online first to find helpful, relevant content and
their perceived product solution. But then ready to buy, merchants need to follow through at branch level with
knowledgeable staff and strong representation of the product, backed by reliable, on-time deliveries.
And this is exactly what our Platinum Plus Partner, Tippers Builders’ Merchant in Lichfield, has done.

Tippers’ outstanding new showroom displays an
extensive collection of PVC-U casement windows,
vertical sliding sash windows, PVC-U residential
doors, composite doors, aluminium windows and
bi-fold doors, and a lantern roof. The new, modern
showroom was designed to target the trade and
consumers, to suit an aspirational purchase.
From initial design through to installation, the
Crystal team worked closely with Tippers to
create a show area that achieves maximum
impact in driving sales. The 4m x 5m showroom
was designed from scratch using a collection of
stunning product-focussed modular displays.

The process from initial survey to final build took a
matter of weeks. The site was surveyed, 3D renders
produced and presented to Tippers for approval.
Crystal then project managed a team of craftsmen
and installers to ensure a seamless process.
The showroom also features Crystal’s online
price configurator so customers can price up their
products. The configurator is on Tippers website
too for 24/7 use. An engineered timber door app
helps customers visualise how a door will look on
their own home.

Tippers new showroom
in Lichfield

Have you changed
how you sell?
Steve Halford, Managing Director,
Crystal Group
says:
Showrooms make it easier for builders’ merchants
to engage with their builder and contractor
customers, and create more engaging customer
experiences for quality PVC-U windows, doors and
conservatories. It’s important that merchants and
suppliers continue working together to build an
Omnichannel approach that combines online with
showrooms and branch initiatives.

Andrew Tipper, Managing Director,
Tippers Builders’ Merchant
commented:
When we were thinking about creating our
new PVC-U and aluminium windows and doors
showroom the obvious choice to us was to
use Crystal products, because their made to
measure product range is extensive, extremely
high quality, and with short lead times.
At Tippers we try to give our customers
examples of as many of our available products
as possible, whilst maintaining a modern and
stylish showroom. We have a great relationship
with Crystal and their sales and customer
service teams are always on hand to answer any
queries we may have.
We are thrilled with the new showroom and with
the professionalism of the design and build team.
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THINK Partner. THINK Crystal.
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Product Spotlight

Omnichannel
is starting to bite
The impact of Omnichannel is hurting retailers who have
been slow to act on the accelerating convergence of
‘bricks and clicks’, and rewarding retailers who are on
their Omnichannel journey.

M

NEW gliding panoramic doors
Group Managing Director
Steve Halford

any bricks and mortar retailers had a terrible 2017 as the disruptive
effects of online technology achieved critical mass, creating new
channels and new ways to buy. And this year we’ve already seen a
number of big retailers fail.

Manufacturers who delayed their journey are also suffering. Lego, the Danish toymaker,
announced revenues down 8% in 2017 while operating profit dropped 16%. Lego ignored
the growing use of tablets and smartphones and its digital business has struggled.
Sales at the UK’s 20 biggest online-only retailers rose 23% last year, according to
research by professional services company RPC. The boom was fuelled by the growth
of mobile shopping apps and innovations that enhance the shopping experience and
convenience, the report said.

The maturing of m-commerce (mobile transactions) is
helping ‘etailers’ super-charge sales.
Jeremey Drew, Co-Head of Retail at RPC
As more people shop digitally, traditional bricks and mortar
retailers are increasingly reliant on online sales for growth. A
report from internet-marketing group Criteo showed 53% of UK online purchases were
made via a mobile device in Q4 2017.
It’s not an either-or between online and bricks and mortar. The Omnichannel journey
is about learning to combine the two into a seamless, slick experience that matches
how people buy and like to buy. The first, crucially important part of the customer
journey is mostly online, before they contact you. The challenge is how to cope
seamlessly with buying anytime, from anywhere, with any device, and managing
customers’ different information needs.
Builders, like everyone else, are aware of best practice, because most buy online. They
do it every day. They’re used to deciding what and how much, and when and where
they want it delivered. And they’re used to being informed when their order is ready to
despatch, on its way, when it will arrive, and finally that it’s arrived. That’s the benchmark.
We’re all going on this Omnichannel journey, but you can’t go it alone. If your suppliers,
like Lego, are behind the curve you will be too. Suppliers have to march in step with
customers, who have to march in step with their customers. And it’s best to march with
an experienced partner, a supplier with all the kit and experience you’ll need.

That’s why we developed powerful selling tools for
customers so they can trade effectively and grow in
this more complicated Omnichannel world. I believe
it’s critical that merchants have online and instore
solutions that work seamlessly together. Neither
works well without the other, because it’s not how
builders want to buy. So, we have real customer
showrooms and easy to use, online software that’s
becoming more and more transactional.

We’ve added a new gliding panoramic patio door to
our growing range of PVC-U and aluminium windows,
doors and roofing systems. With large glazed sashes
our new door allows natural light to flood into a room.
Custom designed 10-wheel rollers glide effortlessly
on a precision-engineered track for the perfect mix
of aesthetics and performance.
The door is PAS24:2016 security tested, and fitted
with a high security ‘Anti-Snap’ and ‘Anti-Bump’ Yale
Platinum 3 Star cylinder lock for maximum security
in the home.
A thermal core achieves excellent energy efficiency
with a U-value of 1.4 W/m2K double glazed or
1.0 W/m2K triple glazed.

We’re also introducing animated instructional videos
(as part of an online configurator), a measuring
service (so virtual and real world solutions combine
to fill any gap in customer resources) and a ‘chat’
facility on the Crystal website (crystal-direct.co.uk).
Online training will be prominent this year, delivering
easily retained bite-size information on video, direct
to merchant staff’s mobiles, and we’re expanding our
customer-facing teams. Seamless support across
real and virtual worlds.

We’re on an Omnichannel mission to
make it easy for merchants to make this
Omnichannel journey - to match customer
expectations and sell more PVC-U
windows, doors and conservatories, more
easily at good margins.

Buying is changing, and we’re helping merchants
change how they sell to match how customers want
to buy. We’re doing it to #MakeSellingEasy.

Are you ready for the
#OmnichannelChallenge?

Follow us…
We’re now on LinkedIn so follow us at www.linkedin.com/company/crystal-direct-group-ltd for all the latest news, blogs and more.
intouch
| 6our growing number of followers on Twitter. Follow @CrystalDirectUK
Also join

NEW aluminium lantern roof system
A discreet, stylish roofing system for a sleek, contemporary design
to home improvement projects. The modern lantern solution provides
excellent thermal performance - helping rooms stay cool in the
summer and warm in the winter - while creating a light, airy space with
a view of the sky above.
Whether it’s for a new kitchen-diner extension or replacing an existing
roofing system, Crystal’s new lantern roof will help redefine your
customers’ projects and achieve the architectural strength and
refinement you’d expect of a high-end aluminium lantern system.
Our extensive range of windows, doors and roofing systems comes
in a choice of styles and colours to suit new build, refurbishment and
commercial projects.
Download our brochures and technical guides at
www.crystal-direct.co.uk or call 01462 489900
to get in touch with a member our team.

THINK
PVC-U WINDOWS
DOORS AND
CONSERVATORIES
THINK
CRYSTAL
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Service & Technical Excellence

C

ustomer care is at the heart
of our business. It’s important
our customers are happy and
confident in our products and
service at every level, because if you do
well, we do well! So our customer care
team is always ready to provide technical
information, answer queries and help with
project enquiries.

Our team of technical experts has many years of
industry knowledge and experience, and they can
provide the specialist advice customers need.
The team advises on energy ratings, building
regulation compliance, CAD details and design
guides, installation instructions and maintenance,
wind load calculations, guarantees and much more.
For customer service and technical enquiries,
email: customerservice@crystal-direct.co.uk
or call 01462 489919.

Don’t just take our word for it… We want your feedback so we can keep improving for you. However, we’re
delighted when we receive positive comments like these from Platinum Partners MKM, Covers and EH Smith:
With branch support out in the field we can see the impact that Crystal has brought to us as a new supplier. We truly
believe that Crystal will help drive our joinery category forward, as well as introducing additional selling lines. They also
offer innovative tools to help us sell their products. However, in amongst all this support, it is their communication that
is key to their success. Whether it be support for marketing, technical support, an ETA, a quotation or even a potential
error, Crystal reacts promptly and always try to resolve. A breath of fresh air.”

Paul Pennick, Timber Product Manager, MKM Building Supplies Ltd

Manufacturing
We’re passionate about delivering consistent quality, which is why
we’ve invested in modern machinery, the latest technologies and
the best manufacturing and operations management.

Excellence

Every aspect of the manufacturing process, from blending to
extrusion, injection moulding to foil finishing and fabrication,
is tested to ensure consistently high quality.
Using market leading PVC-U profiles, Crystal meets the most
stringent industry standards:

Crystal is unique when it comes to selling PVC-U products. They actually want to deal direct with merchants, which
for the merchant is fantastic. It is an enormous market and historically suppliers have always been an issue for
Covers. The staff at Crystal, from Director level, down to the office and sales are always approachable and helpful,
which is refreshing and encouraging. The whole process from enquiry to delivery (on time!) and of course supplying
a quality product at competitive prices makes Crystal a great choice for anyone. We would have no hesitation in
recommending Crystal to any other merchant. Keep up the good work.”

Calvin Smith, Group Joinery Manager, Covers Timber & Builders Merchants

It is a real pleasure to work with a supplier that puts customer service first as we do. I am confident that this will pay
dividends for Crystal and EH Smith and I shall be making my colleagues in other branches aware of your cooperation
and attitude. I would like to thank you once again for going the extra mile. I look forward to a long and fruitful
relationship.”

Phil Price, Business Development Manager, EH Smith
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Crystal’s main factory is located at our HQ in Hertfordshire. We also have a production
and distribution facility in Glasgow, introduced to meet the growing national demand
in the merchant sector. The new factory gives us more flexibility on deliveries for our
Scottish customers – which is most welcome!

Track your delivery
Once our products leave the factory, we want to make sure they get to you on time and in
full, every time! Crystal’s fleet of 40 vehicles are fitted with hi-tech tracking devices so you
always know where your products are and when you can expect to receive them. You’ll
be contacted the day before your delivery is due and given an approximate delivery time.
But if you want a more exact time on the day, then contact our transport manager.

Operations Director
Tim Goldspink
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Team Crystal:

recruitment, promotions & more...

Awards & Charity Support
Last year we were delighted to win two important industry awards, which recognised our success and
growth with builders’ merchants. Both awards were presented to Crystal’s Chairman Martin Randall and
Group Managing Director Steve Halford.
BMF Supplier Engagement Award
In September 2017 we won the BMF ‘Supplier Engagement
Award’. The award recognises those suppliers who
work closely with the BMF and have successfully made
membership of the BMF a core element of their sales and
marketing strategy.

We’ve been working hard to build our
team to keep up with demand and strong
growth, and continue to deliver the
excellent service customers expect.
So this year we’re increasing our Area
Sales Managers (ASMs) to 10.

The award was presented by BMF CEO John Newcomb
and sponsor Lucia Di Stazio, MD of MRA Marketing.

BMN Supplier of the Year

They’ll be supported by National Key Accounts
Manager Brendan McNally, and our newly promoted
Director of Sales, Mark Webber (pictured right). Each
ASM has a dedicated area, so merchant customers
benefit from a very personal service.

Just two months later, we won ‘Supplier of the Year 2017
Award’ at the BMN Builders’ Merchants Awards for
Excellence. Crystal has made it easy for merchants to sell
and easy for their customers to buy high quality PVC-U
windows, doors and roofing systems and benefit from a
huge new market.

We’re expanding our internal sales team too, which
is supported by our established technical team. And
with more sales people, we expect to be busier in our
factory. So our Operations Director is busy looking
for a new Quality Manager and Production Manager.
We look forward to welcoming new faces to our team.

Mark Webber, Director of Sales

Lyn Hughes, Director of Marketing
It’s also important we recognise the
achievements of existing staff who
work extremely hard and really go
the extra mile to provide exceptional
service and support for our customers.
So adding to the promotion of our
Director of Sales, we also congratulate
Lyn Hughes (pictured above) on her
promotion to Director of Marketing.
Lyn has been with Crystal for almost
three years and is responsible for all
areas of our communications ensuring
merchants get all the support, POS and
literature they need to help them sell.

And we congratulate Andy Pickard (centre)
from our Accounts Department, who was
awarded Employee of the Month for February.
During a particularly busy period, Andy took
on additional workload and responsibilities
to ensure no deadlines were missed and the
department continued to run as smoothly as
possible. Runners up were Chris Cullerton (L)
from Production, and Shauni Tuffin (R)
from Processing.
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The judges said: “This supplier has brought a sector to
merchants that was dead on its feet, to a place where
merchants can now make increased profits.”
The event was hosted by the hugely popular Joanna
Lumley and the award presented by category sponsor
Lucia Di Stazio, MD of MRA Marketing.

Charity Support
For the last two years Variety, the children’s charity, has been Crystal’s
company charity. It’s a fantastic organisation that works towards
improving the lives of children and young people who are sick,
disabled or disadvantaged.
Over this time, we’ve been raising funds for a new ‘Sunshine Coach’,
and last September we were able to present a new coach to the
Lady Zia Werner school in Luton. The school is dedicated to children
between the ages of 3 and 11 who have a wide range of special and
educational needs, including physical disabilities or autism.
The new coach will mean these children can now take part in activities
that are often barred to them. They’re now able to experience trips to
the park, shops and cafés in their community. The coach will also be
used to help pupils develop their physical skills with trips to the local
leisure and sports centres.

Martin Randall said:

Chairman Martin Randall and MD Andrew Tipper of
Tippers Builders’ Merchant present the school with its
new ‘Sunshine Coach’. Andrew won the limited edition
Fiat Abarth, donated by Crystal in the auction at the
BMF conference last year, raising money for Variety.

I was delighted to present Lady Zia Werner School with their new ‘Sunshine Coach’. A huge thanks to our amazing
staff for their commitment and dedication in raising funds, and to all the generous donations we received at last
year’s BMF All Industry Conference in Budapest, where we raised an outstanding £35,518. Variety is a fantastic
charity and this coach will make a significant difference to the school.”
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#MakingItEasy
for you to sell and
customers to buy
Our online branch locator at crystal-direct.co.uk makes it easy
for merchant customers to find their local branch. We now have
over 960 independent merchants on board supplying our wide
range of products, and a number of national branches too.
The map shows the location of our Platinum Plus Partners in grey
that hold stock, have a showroom and an expert team on hand for
advice and support. Our Platinum Partners are shown in blue. These
customers hold stock, will have window displays and also an expert
team in the branch.

Pin

Company

Location

Postcode

1

Parrs

Stockton on Tees

TS18 2PJ

2

Buildbase

Bolton

BL1 4QG

3

Buildbase

Grimsby

DN31 1QS

4

Tippers

Lichfield

WS14 9TZ

5

TBS

Daventry

NN11 4ES

6

Buildbase

Stowmarket

IP14 2ED

7

Buildbase

Stevenage

SG1 2NB

8

Buildbase

Harlow

CM20 2ER

9

Buildbase

Oxford

OX4 6LN

10

Buildbase

Glastonbury

BA6 9XE

WWW.CRYSTAL-DIRECT.CO.UK
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T: 01462 489900

SALES@CRYSTAL-DIRECT.CO.UK

@CRYSTALDIRECTUK

